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Highlights of
the week
Week A
Parents, please check the
Parent Portal for fixture times
and venues.
Wednesday 11 March
07h30 JP Assembly
07h30 Grade 3 Outdoor Ed
(Kenton-on-Sea)
(No sport, Wednesday
or Thursday)
Thursday 12 March
U13A KEPS Water Polo Tour
07h30 Grade 1 and 2 Outdoor Ed (sport as
usual)
Friday 13 March
Weekend Duty:
Mr Tom Cameron

Week B
Virtue of the Week:
Perseverance
Monday 16 March
10h30 SP Assembly
Tuesday 17 March
CPR Course (Grade 5)
Wednesday 18 March
07h30 JP Assembly
CPR Course (Grade 6 and 7)
Rugby vs Oatlands Prep

Dear Prep Family
I’m up in Johannesburg
(AKA The Big Smoke – and
there’s good reason for
that moniker) this week,
attending an exceptionally
interesting conference run
by Growth Coaching International. I’m combining
that with visits to schools
to see IT curricula, school
management systems and
to learn from their Transformation and Diversity
journeys. I will also be
supporting the Preppies
at the KEPS Water Polo
Festival this weekend.
Whenever I’m up in JHB, I
stay with my parents, now
just my step-mum. She
lives in Benoni. Those of
you who know the reef will
know that the JoburgBenoni trip is no picnic –
especially for a country
bumpkin who thinks
Cradock Road is a major
highway! I negotiate the
N12, the R23, the N3, the
M1 and bits of the N1,
depending on my destination. This week I’m in
Houghton, Bryanston,
Sandton and Fourways, so
I’m pretty much covering all

the route options from the
East Rand to Joburg.
No matter the route, the
one thing common to
many of the drivers on all
of these routes is that they
seem to drive by remote.
Or perhaps they are all
driving self-drive cars?
They must be, surely.
They spend so much time
on their cell-phones while
driving they can’t be actively concentrating on what
they’re doing. It seems that
the drivers are totally out
of touch with their surroundings. Their distraction
and inattention is alarming
especially when I’m in a
car in the adjacent lane!
And that brings me neatly
to one of the final chapters in Oliver Sacks’ book
– I’ll recommend it again
- where he quotes Philip
Roth’s fine 2007 novel Exit
Ghost in which Roth writes
of a recluse writer who
returns to New York after
a decade of being away.
Forced to listen to non-stop
cell-phone conversations,
Roth’s writer wonders
“What has happened in
these 10 years for there
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suddenly to be so much
to say – so much pressing
that it couldn’t wait to be
said? … I did not see how
anyone could believe he
was continuing to live a
human existence by walking about talking into his
phone half his waking life.”
Sacks himself goes on
to say, “These gadgets,
already ominous in 2007,
have now immersed us in
a virtual reality far denser,
more absorbing and even
more dehumanising. I am
confronted every day by
the complete disappearance of the old civilities.
Social life, street life and
attention to people and
things around one have
largely disappeared…
everything is public now,
potentially: one’s thoughts,
one’s photos, one’s movements, one’s purchases.
There is no privacy and
apparently little desire for it
in a world devoted to nonstop use of social media…
those trapped in this virtual
world are never alone,
never able to concentrate
and appreciate in their
own way, silently. They
have given up, to a great
extent, the amenities and
achievements of civilisation: solitude and leisure,
the sanction to be oneself,
truly absorbed, whether in
contemplating a work of
art, a scientific theory, a
sunset, or the face of one’s
beloved.”
My conference has been
about human relationships
and the value of good
conversations. #justsaying
Mr B
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“Action is the
fundamental key to
success.”
– Pablo Picasso

Pre-Primary
Health
Investigators!
Last Thursday the PrePrimary Preppies enjoyed
their first outing of the year
to the Botanical Gardens.
Firstly, there was great
excitement to be going
on the school buses and
having special treats in
their snackie boxes! My
first giggle arose before we
passed the school gates
as one Grade R excitedly
shouted “There’s the tennis
corpses!”
On arriving at (next giggle)
‘The Tetanical Gardens’ we
met with Mr Sean Bryan
(proud grandad to Hayley
and Head of St Andrew’s
Transport Division - and an
awesome musician) and
Kate, who were joining us
for ‘Music in the Park’.
As Mr Bryan picked up his
guitar case, another boy
shouted out (next giggle)
“He’s got a rocker!”.
We all enjoyed a fantastic
sing-along with Kate leading the singing and Mr
Bryan accompanying us on
his ‘rocker’. A fun range of
old and new songs under
the shade of the trees, a
truly idyllic time.
After our picnic, the
children enjoyed racing up
and down the slopes of
the gardens, collected mini
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Pre-Primary

pine cones, played
soccer, and threw bean
bags. Huge thanks to Sean
Bryan and Kate for making
our morning so special!
The new theme in the
Grade R classroom is
‘Healthy Food’. We have
been looking at different
food groups and
investigating sugar!
On Monday, we counted
out how many teaspoons
of sugar were in a selection
of fizzy drinks. The children
were very surprised at how
much sugar is in one bottle
of some of their favourite

cool drinks, and I hope
it has put them off these
drinks for a very long time!
We then made a giant
class graph showing our
results - please pop in to
the Grade R classroom to
see!

Keep happy and healthy.
Dani Wright
Grade R Teacher

To further our investigation
we have put some coins
and two baby teeth (my
child’s not yours!) in a jar of
Coke to see what happens
over a week. Be sure to
view next weeks newsletter
for before and after pictures of this
experiment!
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Junior Prep

“The process of

scientific discovery
is, in effect,
a continual flight
from wonder.”
- Albert Einstein

Junior Prep
Scientists in the
Making!
Science allows children a
wonderful chance to
exercise their creative
abilities and to journey into
the world of discovery in a
way they hadn’t dreamed
about.
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The Fairlawn Preppies
enjoyed celebrating the
world of science last week.
They were treated to a
fascinating presentation by
young student scientists
from Rhodes University
that certainly piqued their
curiosity. This experience
took on another dimension
when they engaged in
exciting hands-on science
experiments prepared for
them by their teachers later
in the morning.
Each class was transformed into a different
science laboratory, where
the Preppies made edible
playdough, mixed various
ingredients to create a
volcano and made balls
that bounce.
Learning about the world
we live in is science. It is all
about investigation and
knowledge - investigation
being more important as
this helps children find
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answers to questions.
Our Preppies made use of
this opportunity to test their
ideas by asking questions,
experimenting, changing
their minds about their
hypothesis, finding
evidence to support it
and being flexible, while
attempting these
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experiments. A most funfilled way to learn about
our world!
Sharon Lister
Grade 3 Teacher
HOD Pre-Primary
and Junior Prep
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A Splashing
Good Time!
I trust that everyone had a
wonderful Half-Term with
your families and came
back revitalised and ready
for the winter season’s
sports to commence.
Last week, our Preppies
swam in the Independent
Schools Gala as well as
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the Inter-Districts Gala.
Our swimmers once again
did us proud, bringing
home some gold and silver
medals and representing
Albany with pride.
These galas conclude our
Swimming season.
However, when the weather permits, we will be
doing some extra
swimming lessons by
arrangement
for some children in the

training pool. I am also
trying to utilise this space
during Phys Ed sessions
when it is sunny and we
can venture into the water.

Shin pads for Grade 1s are
optional but highly
recommended and
compulsory for Grade 2s
and Grade 3s.

The winter sports
transition has been both
exciting and smooth.
Thank you to all the coaches and children for making
this happen. I did send out
a notice before Half-Term,
but please be reminded
that the NO GUM GUARD,
NO PLAY policy
is for all
Grades.

I have attached all the fixtures for the various winter
sports on the Prep Portal
under extra-curricular as
well as on the Whatsapp
groups.
Team lists and changes to
sport venues and fixture
times may be found
on the Prep
Parent
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portal. These are updated
weekly, so please remember to use the Portal
as your final point of
reference.
Not all the children will play
in all the fixtures, as our
numbers do not always
allow. But we try to give

every child as much
exposure as we can.
Let’s have a fun and
productive Hockey, Netball
and Rugby season
together.
Heidi Fowlds
MIC JP Sport

U13A St John’s
Tour Report
On 26 February the U13A
Prep Basketball team departed campus to journey
to Johannesburg to compete in the muchanticipated annual St
John’s Basketball
Tournament.
The team was placed in a
pool of six, having to play
five games to qualify for
the quarter finals.
Our Preppies were excited and curious to know
how they would match up
against the various opposing teams from around
the country and outside of
South Africa.
The Preppies won 3 games
against St David’s, The
Ridge and Usutu Forrest,
and lost 2 games against
Michael Mount and
Highbury. The boys played
strong basketball, picking
each other up whenever
a teammate was down.

The boys were placed 3rd
in their pool and qualified
for the quarter finals. The
Preppies played Sacred
Heart in the quarter finals.
It was a competitive game
and the boys were down
8-13 at half-time. They
gave it their all and put
everything they had into
the game, but
unfortunately Sacred
Heart’s experience and
knowledge came through
to beat Prep 14-27.
Our players’ overall
performance exceeded
expectations and I could
not be prouder of the boys
showing so much courage
and determination to win
on the court. They truly
played on another level
and showed everyone at
the tournament the quality
of Prep basketball.
Matthew-Adam Bloem
U13A Coach

Basketball Tour Results
Prep vs Michaelmount Whaldorf School

16-22 Lost

Prep vs St David’s Marist Inanda Prep

18-6 Won

Prep vs The Ridge Prep

23-12 Won

Prep vs Highbury Prep School

3-6 Lost

Prep vs Usutu Forest School

30-9 Won

QF: Prep vs Sacred Heart College

14-27 Lost
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“Nothing is easy
in cricket. Maybe
when you watch TV,
it looks easy.
But it is not.
You have to use
your brain and time
the ball.”
– Rohit Sharma

Cricket match results against Graeme College
Team

Format

Pups A

25 Overs Prep 132/7 (M Blaine 36*, D Riley
26*)
Graeme 109/5 (D Riley 2/8 from
4 overs)
Prep won by 23 runs

U11B

Match Analysis

25 Overs Graeme 79 all out (S van Dyk 4/17
from 5 overs, S Emslie 3 for 8
from 4 overs)
Prep 81/5 (J Lock 23*)
Prep won by 5 wickets

U11A

30 Overs Graeme 245
Prep 51 all out
Prep lost by 194 runs

U13B

25 Overs Graeme 149/5) N Smailes 2/35)
Prep 83 all out (N Smailes 28)
Prep lost by 66 runs

U13A

30 Overs Graeme 146/3 (A Carle 1/25 from
6 overs, J-D Whyte 1/18 from 5,
T Bussiahn 1/31 from 6)
Prep 90 all out (D Fowlds 25)
Prep lost by 56 runs
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From the Sports
Director
The start to the winter
season has been characterised by some dramatic
weather conditions in and
around Grahamstown.
Last week, although we
experienced very hot
temperatures, it did not
affect the successful
hosting of the Independent
Schools Swimming Gala.
Our top swimmers
competed at the InterDistrict Gala held at the
DSG Aquatic Centre.
The U13A Squash Team
got their season underway playing against

Graeme Primary School on
Wednesday evening.
Despite being a player
short, the Preppies gave
a strong Graeme team a
good run.
The SAP Cricket Invitational side compromising
four U11 boys outplayed
the touring Reddam House
U13A from Cape Town on
Fairlawn field on Thursday.
The Preppies won by six
wickets.
Our U13A and B Tennis teams had no match
against the stronger
Graeme teams in matches
played last Thursday.
The Cricketers concluded
their season by playing
fixtures against Graeme on
Saturday. (See summary of
results table opposite.)
The Water polo U13 team
will tour Johannesburg this
week to compete at the
KEPS Water polo Festival
against teams from all over
South Africa. From a
playing perspective, this
will be an excellent opportunity for the boys to get
the much-needed game
time. Winning is always
nice but on tour, it is more
about the performance. I
sincerely hope this will be
the case on our trip.
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The Winter Sports
Programme began on
Monday. There was a lot
of excitement amongst the
boys as they jostled for
positions in various teams.
Good luck to our Tennis
players who round off their
fixtures this week. The
U11A and B teams take on
Graeme and the U13 side
play Port Alfred on Friday.
Patrick Gumunyu

Coronavirus Update
Parents will no doubt be following the global
coverage of the Coronavirus outbreak with
interest. At St Andrew’s Prep, College and
DSG, staff are monitoring developments
closely and taking continual advice.
As things stand, there appears to be no
cause for alarm, but we are taking every
precaution to ensure that all preventative
measures are known and observed across
campus. In the event of a worst-case
scenario large-scale local outbreak, we are
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Parent/Teacher Meetings
The teachers have made themselves available at
various time slots to book your individual Parent
Teacher meeting. Please log onto the Parent Portal and book your available slot:
Parent Portal – My Children – PAT Chats

Bookings Open:
Pre Primary: 11 March – 20 March 2020
Junior Primary: 16 March – 1 April 2020
Senior Primary: 16 March – 1 April 2020
Please contact Fiona Tessendorf with
any questions: f.tessendorf@saprepschool.com

confident that we have plans to manage such
an outbreak and in the unlikely event of any
school closure being ordered, we are confident that we have the facilities to repatriate,
house, and/or quarantine pupils as required.
Marc Paul
Deputy Headmaster
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“Knowing
is not enough;
we must
apply.
Willing
is not enough;
we must do.”
– Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe

Senior Prep
A Glimpse into
a Moment in the
Life of a Senior
Preppie
Lying on the cool grass on
a scorching hot day, under
the shade of the very old
Oak and Yellowwood trees
on Robert House lawns the Grade 5s (right) had an
interesting lesson with Mr
Dawson and, in spite of the
heat, came up with some
wonderful ideas. Perhaps
it was the grass under their
toes and the fact that they
could spread out on the
lawn in the open air that
did the trick.

Worth the Merit
Grade 5 Tutor Group
Nsofwa Kayula:
Matthew Todd:
Jacques Prudhon:
Joshua Morgan:
Gregory White:
Sebastian Riley:
Imi Qotoyi:
Dylan Long:
James Lock:
Ande Zilwa:
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10 merits
34 merits
22 merits
17 merits
16 merits
16 merits
17 merits
15 merits
18 merits
14 merits
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